


There's no better gift 
for your loved ones than 











Always reminding you of the 
special person or moment!
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About Us
Wearables is a national accessories brand 
that offers the best range of everyday 
essentials. 

Wearables’ merchandise offerings include 
beautifully considered and thoughtful jewelry, 
clothes, shoes, bags, and other accessories for all 
age groups. Since our inception, Wearables has 
been synonymous with exquisite modern finery and 
style. 

Specializing in jewelry, Wearables has been 
providing to the fashion needs of the market by 
offering on-line and off-line jewelry products.
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Our Vision 
To provide unassailable 

standards of excellence to 
the masses  
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Founder 

09 Our Vision 
Shaji Haider

Shaji Haid�
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Our Merchandise Offerings 
Designs You Deserve 
For timeless designs that transcend trends and turn heads, no one does it 
better than Wearables. Ranging from casual to party wear, Wearables offers 
truly sensational & thoughtfully picked products from across the globe at the 
most reasonable prices for women and men in Pakistan. 

Unique Designs 
The unique collection is a depiction of colors of life and ancient heritage. The 
selection of the right products with the best designs is done with the utmost 
care and detailing. Accessories are not randomly picked rather they are 
carefully selected by keeping in mind the metal quality, stone value, and 
embellishment worth.

Every Product is a Brand! 
The uniqueness of our fashion accessories is not just limited to the designs 
rather the exclusivity is taken a notch up by individual product tags. Each 
product is tagged with a distinct label that includes a detailed and customized 
product description and material details.
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Environment-Friendly Products
Product quality comes above all. Therefore, only the best accessories are 
selected that are top-notch, not just for the customers but also for the 
environment. All our products include the top quality and safest material for the 
clients and our surroundings.

Customized Brand Packaging
Each Wearable item comes with customized and stylish packaging that is 
developed keeping in mind the safety, and durability factors. Our branded 
packaging adds more value to the overall look of the product by making it even 
more alluring and stylish.

After Sale Service
Our flexible exchange policy is an assurance for all clients that we believe in 
developing a long-lasting relationship with them. All requests of post-purchase 
size change or exchange are welcomed and accepted.

See, Select & Send
Our clients have the liberty to view the products at our store, pay there, and get it 
delivered to their desired destination anywhere in Pakistan. This option is best 
for those who want to send out gifts to their loved ones but want to see the 
products before getting it delivered.

 Merchandise 
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Our Physical Presence 
Presently we are located at

      First Floor Designer, Designer Avenue, Dolmen Mall Clifton Karachi 

      Shop NO. G118, Ground Floor, Dolmen Mall Tariq Road Karachi

 Level 2, Packages Mall, Main Walton Road Lahore 

Our Online Presence 
We have a strong online presence with more than two thousand daily visits on 
our website (https://wearablesforever.com/) from all over Pakistan. 
Additionally, we have more than two hundred thousand active followers on 
social media including Facebook and Instagram.
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Designs that demonstrate a 
fiery individuality
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Celebrities Choice, Endorsement 
& Sponsorship
Our clientele includes some of the top models and actresses who adorn 
Wearables jewelry regularly for their daily wear as well as professional shoots. 
Moreover, Wearables has become a cornerstone for these celebrities that can 
layer for different looks and moods. 
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Celebrities Choice, Endorsement 
& Sponsorship
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Why Should You Provide 
              Retail Space to Wearables?

225K

Users 

https://wearablesforever.com/

Plus Daily Visitors 

Website: 

5K

Daily
Social Media

Reach

10K

Largest Inventory and variety for male and female accessories in Pakistan 

Every product is branded having its own packaging for a luxury experience

All Credit and Debit Cards are accepted at all outlets and online store 

Computerized Invoices with fixed prices

Strong after-sales support and exchange policy 

Friendly staff in uniforms with complete product knowledge  

Financially strong company registered with the relevant tax authority   

Six (6) years of experience with working best malls of Pakistan

Esthetically elegant looking designed outlets, display material and products  

Daily 10K PLUS targeted social media reach results in footfall to outlets/Malls



Contact Us

https://wearablesforever.com/

03222999231 | 03222999205

First Floor Designer, Designer Avenue, Dolmen Mall Clifton Karachi

Shop NO. G118, Ground Floor, Dolmen Mall Tariq Road Karachi

Level 2, Packages Mall, Main Walton Road Lahore

https://www.facebook.com/wearablesaccessories

instagram.com/wearablesaccessories


